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Welcome! 
 

Dear participants, 

We would like to welcome you to our annual Teacher in Europe conference! We appreciate your 

participation to make this conference a success. This year, student-teachers from teacher training 

institutes join from all over Europe to learn more about the SDGs and how to put them in practice in 

your classroom. 

Together we are looking forward to an inspiring conference! 

 

   

 
Ria Posthumus 

Romy Worst 

 
Bert Kuiper 

Marlinde Lieffijn 

 
Geert van Rooijen 

 Jenny ten Brinke  
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION 
Hogeschool Viaa   Katholieke Pabo Zwolle 
Wethouder Alferinkweg 2  Ten Oeverstraat 68 
8012 BZ  ZWOLLE   8012 EW  ZWOLLE 
Tel. (+31) 038-425 55 42  Tel. (+31) 038-421 74 25 

 

In case of emergency:  
1. Bert Kuiper   +31641248561 
2. Geert van Rooijen  +31641820413 
3. Ria Posthumus +31611340850 
 
Address Accommodation: 
Summercamp Heino 
Schaarshoekweg 1 
8131 RE WIJHE 
Tel nr. (+31) 0572 393 049 
 
How to use wifi during the conference: 
If your university uses Eduroam, you will be able to log in onto the wifi in both conference venues. If 

not, you will get the login codes by using a voucher at Viaa, at KPZ these are the options: 

Wifi                                                             Computer (PC) KPZ 
User: KPZ-Guest                                        User: gasten 
Password: 01042022                                Password: gastenkpz 
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PROGRAMME 

Wednesday, April 20 – Viaa Christian University of Applied Sciences 
Address: Wethouder Alferinkweg 2, Zwolle 

Phone: +31 (0)384255542 

Chairman of the day: Bert Kuiper 

Time Activity Location 

12:00  Registration 
 
Store your luggage 

Central hall, Viaa 
 
H105 

13:00 Opening A009 

14:00  Team Meeting 1: Getting to know each other 
 
How?  

- Watch each other’s padlet 
- Introduce yourself, your school, your 

internschip. 
 

Agora 

14:45 Break  

15:00 Keynote 1: Nynke Laverman A009 

15:45 Team Meeting 2: Introduce your SDG preferences 
 
How? 

- Introduce the SDG('s) you would like to work 
with these days. Why?  

- Choose as a team one or a few SDG's you 
would like to work with these days? 

- As a team start to ask yourself questions you 
would like to answer this conference (take a 
look at the workshops) 

 

Agora 

15:45 Coach meeting H104 

17:00 Keynote 2: Elena Lengthorn A009 

18:00 Dinner Restaurant 

19:30 Team Meeting 3: First ideas on paper 
 
 

Agora 
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How:  
- Read the outline of the product you will 

have to finish by Friday afternoon 
- All group members take 15 minutes to 

brainstorm individually what product they 
want to make 
 

20:00 Choose your programme: movie, pubquiz or a game H101, H103 and A009 

21:30 Take-off to Summercamp  
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Thursday, April 21 – KPZ University of Applied Sciences 
Address: Ten Oeverstraat 68, Zwolle  

Phone: +31 (0)384217425 

 

Chairman of the day: Geert van Rooijen 

Available rooms for team meetings: 

• Entire day: 0.72, 0.73, 0.74, 0.75, 0.76, 0.77, 1.88, 1.89, 1.90, 1.91, 1.92  

• 8:45-17:30: 2.02, 2.03, 2.04 (from 17:30: in ‘Ontmoeting 2’ (Library))  

• 8:45-16:00: 1.61, 1.62 (from 17:30: in ‘Ontmoeting 2’ (Library)) 

Time Activity Location 

8:30  Coffee and tea Canteen  

  

8:45 Welcome and opening 1.80 

9:15  Team meeting 1: Combine first ideas 

How? 

- Take the individual ideas of last night and 

combine them to a first outline of your 

product. 

- Look at the questions of yesterday afternoon 

and see if you have other questions to be 

answered.  

-  

For available rooms, see 

top of this page 

10:00 Workshop round 1  

- Carina Janse: ‘Doing an international project’ 

- Robert Breeveld: ‘E-Twinning’ 

- National Youth Council 

- KPZ IM - international students 
1. XX or XY does not determine your career choice! 

2. Use solar power to brighten your hour 

 

 

0.60 

0.61 

0.62 

1.94 

 

10:00-
11:00 

Coach meeting 1.60 (available until 16:00) 

11:15 Workshop round 2 

- Carina Janse: ‘Doing an international project’ 
- Robert Breeveld: ‘E-Twinning’ 

- National Youth Council (NJR) 

- KPZ IM - international students: 
3.“Mom, I want to be a mechanic!” 

4. Amsterdam the next Atlantis? How climate change 

could affect the future generation 
 

 

0.60 

0.61 

0.62 

1.94 
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12:15 Lunch Canteen 

13:00 Team Meeting 2: Exchange ideas 

How? 

- What is your take away from the workshops 

and how is it useful for your final product? 

 

For available rooms, see 

top of page … 

14:00  Walk and exchange  

14:30 Team Meeting 3: Exchange ideas  

How? 

- What did you pick up from the workshops 

and how is it usefull for your final product 

- Try to get the outline finished by the end of 

the meeting 

 

For available rooms, see 

top of the previous page 

15:00 Break  

15:30 Workshop round 3 

- Elena Lengthorn 

- Green school Utrecht  

- KPZ IM - international students 
5. “From the field to our fridge” 

 

0.60 

0.61 

1.94  

 

 

16:30 Team Meeting 4: Working on team project 

 

For available rooms, see 

top of the previous page 

18:00 Dinner Canteen 

19:00 Zwolle by Night - Coaches tour & student tour Zwolle City Center 

22:30 Take-off to Summercamp Near the court building 

(corner of 

Schuurmanstraat/ 

Wiecherlinkstraat) 
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Friday, April 22 – KPZ University of Applied Sciences 
Address: Ten Oeverstraat 68, Zwolle  

Phone: +31 (0)384217425 

Chairwoman of the day: Romy Worst 

Available rooms for the team meetings: 

0.72, 0.73, 0.74, 0.75, 0.76, 0.77, 1.88, 1.89, 1.90, 1.91, 1.92, 2.02, 2.03, 2.04, 2.06, and room for 

other teams in ‘Ontmoeting 2’ (Library) 

Time Activity Location 

8:30  Store your luggage 

Welcome coffee and tea 

Luggage room: 0.04 

Canteen  
 

8:45 Warming up by music students IM Canteen 

9:00 Team meeting 1: Finalisation of team project 

 

For available rooms, see top of 

this page 

 

9:00 - 
10:00 

Coach meeting  1.60  

11:00 Presentations and peer feedforward 0.60, 0.61, 0.62, 0.63, 1.94 

(extra room: 1.80) 

12:30 Lunch Canteen 

13:00 Team plus coach meeting: finalise project For available rooms, see top of 

this page 

 

14:00 Presentations final project  0.60, 0.61, 0.62, 0.63, 1.94 

(extra room: 1.80) 

 

15:00  Uploading presentations/projects exchange For available rooms, see top of 

this page 

 

15:00 Exchange contact info with a final refreshment Canteen 

15:30 Farewell  Canteen  
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PARTICIPANTS & GROUPS 

Primary Education 
First name Last name Email addres Group  Room 

Agnese Rivella rivella.agnese@gmail.com P7 n/a 

Ainara Granados ainara.granados@opendeusto.es P4 5 

Alien Mijnheer 1910304@viaa.nl P3 n/a 

Alvaro Latorre Lopez alvaro.latorre29@gmail.com P3 n/a 

Amaia Santamaria amaia.santamaria@opendeusto.es P10 5 

Andrea Gomez Solaz 202200115@kpz.nl P4 n/a 

Andrea Sanchez sanchezandrea2003@yahoo.es P6 5 

Anna Winkler winklerann@ph-tirol.ac.at P4 1 

Basak Kürlük 202200117@kpz.nl P8 n/a 

Beñat Ayerra Rubio benatayerrarubio@gmail.com P5 n/a 

Carlota Quintana 202200111@kpz.nl P6 n/a 

Christiaan Elburg 10032@kpz.nl P1 n/a 

Cynthia Schelling 1910550@viaa.nl P4 n/a 

David Pepper david.pepper@phst.at P5 6 

Emeline Pattijn 202200100@kpz.nl P9 n/a 

Femke Aalbers femke.aalbers@driestar-educatief.nl P5 n/a 

Garazi Urruela Lopez garazi.somorrostro@gmail.com P7 n/a 

Gianluca Grassano 2ginoraas@gmail.com P1 n/a 

Ines Garcia Martinez 202200113@kpz.nl P8 n/a 

Irma Zanting 10261@kpz.nl P2 n/a 

Jana Kramer 1710204@viaa.nl P11 n/a 

Jennie Appelqvist jennie.appelqvist@hotmail.com P2 4 

Jennifer Rill Jennifer.rill@stud.ph-gmuend.de P10 8 

Jonne Mulder 10142@kpz.nl P3 n/a 

Josephine Opprecht josephine.opprecht@student.phsg.ch P2 n/a 

Julia Svedin juliahannasvedin@gmail.com P7 8 

Katja Strandberg katjastrandberg@gmail.com P8 3 

Laura Huisman laura.huisman02@gmail.com P10 n/a 

Laura Bobner laura.bobner@ph-tirol.ac.at P11 1 

Lisa Bos 970726002@kpz.nl P4 n/a 

Lisa Polinder 1910361@viaa.nl P1 n/a 

Lucia Gil Santos 202200114@kpz.nl P9 n/a 

Manon Brouwer 10193@kpz.nl P5 n/a 

Mariona Camprubí Ferrer mariona.camprubi@student.phsg.ch P11 2 

Martin Voigt 202200105@kpz.nl P6 n/a 

Melanie Prasl melanie.prasl@phst.at P7 n/a 

Melissa  Selles 10076@kpz.nl P6 n/a 

Miren  Martinez mirenmarpi@gmail.com P1 n/a 

Moa Britse moabritse@gmail.com P9 4 

Moa Carlsson moac.97@hotmail.com P10 4 

Moa Sundström nog niet geregistreerd P3 3 

mailto:laura.bobner@ph-tirol.ac.at
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Nil Amigó 202200112@kpz.nl P2 n/a 

Nilaxshan Ravi 202200119@kpz.nl P8 n/a 

Nina Lackner nina.lackner@ph-tirol.ac.at  P1 8 

Nuria Valerro Roca nuria.valero@student.phsg.ch P3 2 

Philipp Joham philipp.joham@phst.at P9 6 

Philippa Gustafsson h20phigu@du.se P11 3 

Raphael Pohovnikar raphael.pohovnikar@phst.at P2 6 

Michelle  Xue michelle.xue@student.phsg.ch P11 2 

Sanne Bijleveld 10140@kpz.nl P7 n/a 

Saskia van Munster 10324001@kpz.nl P8 n/a 

Simon Hassler 202200106@kpz.nl P6 n/a 

Tatjana Stocker tatjana.stocker@phst.at P10 n/a 

Theresa Strand Adolfsson therese@creekroad.se P5 3 

Theresia  Wohlgenannt theresia.wohlgenannt@ph-tirol.ac.at P3 1 

Viktoria Pfurtscheller viktoria.pfurtscheller@ph-tirol.ac.at P5 8 

Vivienne  Morssinkhof 10146@kpz.nl P9 n/a 
 

Secondary Education 
First name Last name Email addres Group  Room 

Barr Yadid barryadid50@gmail.com S1 2 

Clara Seidler clara.seidler@posteo.de S4 1 

Huib der Kinderen hderkinderen12@gmail.com S2 7 

Iselin Sande Bakke iselin.sande.bakke@sogn.no S3 5 

Lior Aizenberg lior.aizenberg@gmail.com S2 6 

Manon Janssen manonjanssen33@gmail.com S3 1 

Marina Radicevic radicevic.marina9@gmail.com S4 4 

Naomie Anastasi naomieanastasi32@gmail.com S3 5 

Nenno Lam nenno.lam@student.hu.nl S4 7 

Nerowz Sulaiman nersu570@student.liu.se S2 3 

Olena Latyk olenalatyk@gmail.com S1 8 

Pieter Vlot pietervlot@hotmail.com S1 7 

Rikard Hagman rikard.df.hagman@gmail.com S1 7 

Rotem Gonen rotemgonen19999@gmail.com S3 2 

Saloua  Douhou saloua.douhou@student.hu.nl S2 4 

Samuel  Reynaerts samuelreynaerts@hotmail.com S3 7 

Shimon Krichelly simonjkrichelly98@gmail.com S4 6 

Simona Machytkova simona.machytkova@student.phsg.ch S2 2 
 

Coaches 
First name Last name Email Address Institution Groups 

Atilla Mócza mocza.attila@kre.hu Károli Gáspár University, Hungary S1, P11 

Beverly Topaz beverleytopaz@gmail.com Kibbutzim College of Education, Israel S2 

Emmy Liefting e.liefting@viaa.nl Viaa, the Netherlands P5, P9 

Helga Mayr helga.mayr@ph-tirol.ac.at Pädagogische Hochschule Tirol, Austria P1, P6 

Maria  Rosqvist maria.rosqvist@liu.se Linköping University, Sweden P2, P7 
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Maria  Ström stma@du.se Dalarna University, Sweden P3, P8 

Monica Larsson monica.larsson@liu.se Linköping University, Sweden S3 

Monique Konings m.konings@fontys.nl Fontys, the Netherlands S4 

Parvin Gheitasi pgh@du.se Dalarna University, Sweden P4, P10 

Wouter Krol w.krol@viaa.nl Viaa, the Netherlands P6, P9 
 

Hosts 

Name Email Address Institution 

Bert Kuiper b.kuiper@viaa.nl Viaa Christian University of Applied Sciences 

Geert van Rooijen geert.vanrooijen@hu.nl Utrecht University of Applied Sciences 

Jenny ten Brinke j.tenbrinke@viaa.nl Viaa Christian University of Applied Sciences 

Marlinde Lieffijn m.lieffijn@viaa.nl Viaa Christian University of Applied Sciences 

Ria Posthumus r.posthumus@kpz.nl KPZ University of Applied Sciences 

Romy Worst r.worst@kpz.nl KPZ University of Applied Sciences 

 

  

mailto:b.kuiper@viaa.nl
mailto:geert.vanrooijen@hu.nl
mailto:m.lieffijn@viaa.nl
mailto:r.posthumus@kpz.nl
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KEYNOTES 
 

Nynke Laverman 

Nynke Laverman is a singer, songwriter, spoken-word artist and explorer. She questions life and in so 

doing, doesn’t spare herself. Nynke depicts poetic, surreal worlds through predominantly acoustic 

music and earthy lyrics. Her new album Plant is a beautiful, whisper-soft and yet powerful musical 

journey. Nynke wonders where the line between man and nature really lies. Living among people, 

walled in, working to strict time limits, she sometimes longs for the calm existence of a plant. Together 

with musician Sytze Pruiksma and video artist Douwe Dijkstra, she creates a cinematic, surreal world in 

which she wonders: who do we want to be as people? 

On the Mongolian steppes, Nynke decides to dedicate her performance art to the mutual respect 

between people and their environment. During the making of Plant, she realises that she wants to 

take a stand in ways that, paradoxically, make her sing more softly, use fewer words, and do less. The 

album and the theatre performance are about a process of transformation, about changes within 

yourself. Do we dare to leave our well-trodden paths, get out of our ruts and make room for silence? 

Do we dare to not know? To not get lost in the future, you must know your past, right? 

Elena Lengthorn 

Elena Lengthorn is a Senior Lecturer in Teacher Education. She teaches both Geography and Science 

Education across the primary and secondary centres at the University of Worcester on undergraduate 

and postgraduate courses. She became a Fellow and Chartered Geographer of the Royal Geographical 

Society in 2014 and was awarded the Think Global Educator of the Year Award in 2016 for her work on 

embedding the UN SDGs. Elena began her career in Higher Education after 15 years in Secondary 

Education, where she worked in roles including Teacher of Science, Teacher of Geography, Eco-

Schools Coordinator, Global Learning Programme Expert Centre Coordinator, Charities Coordinator 

and Associate Assistant Head Teacher, with responsibilities for SMSC and managing Business and 

ICT. In 2021 Elena is developing two Green Impact projects to embed Education for Sustainable 

Development (ESD) and the UN SDGs in to the Worcestershire education community. 
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WORKSHOPS 
Doing an international project (Carina Janse) 

How is an international project different from a regular school project and what skills do you need  as 
a teacher in order to make your project a success? During this workshop we will look at some 
examples of successful international projects and you will have some time to come up with your own 
ideas. 
Workshop scheduled on Thursday at 10:00 and 11:15 
 

e-Twinning (Roberto Breeveld) 

eTwinning is a free online community for schools in Europe which allows you to find partners and 
collaborate on projects within a secure network and platform. In this workshop, you will see the 
possibilities on collaborating with other schools in an easy way. A brief introduction about the 
programme and a couple of good practice projects. 
Workshop scheduled on Thursday at 10:00 and 11:15 
 

‘The Springboard of the new generation’ (Dutch National Youth Council) 

The NJR addresses problems which young people are concerned about and also organize meetings 
with young people how to deal with these problems. In this workshop NJR both want to explore how 
the SDG’s in general and the Youth goals specifically, influence you as a teacher. NJR will give advice in 
how to act on the SDG’s and integrate them in your professional life as a teacher. 
Workshop scheduled on Thursday at 10:00 and 11:15 

 
Practical Workshop SDG’s (Elena Lengthorn) 

Workshop on practical activities with children. Challenging children and working with children towards 
the SDG’s. 
Workshop scheduled on Thursday at 15:30 

 

Green Schools  
The HU wants to be a sustainable university of applied sciences and attaches great importance to the 
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). But to what extent do we also do something with this in our 
education? In this session we give a short introduction to why SDG’s are important and what you can 
do with them in your education. With an interactive working method, we will discuss with future 
teachers what place sustainability can have in their curriculum, and how they can give more depth to 
this on the basis of the SDGs. 
Workshop scheduled on Thursday at 15:30 

Workshop SDG's - International students KPZ 

5 presentations by KPZ international students about SDGs (30 minutes per workshop): 

1. XX or XY does not determine your career choice! (Sanne, Carlota, Ines, Emeline, Lucia) 
From an early age, children are taught stereotypes about male and female professions in 

school and at home. Women are often associated with care professions, such as: taking care 

of children and working as nurses. Men are frequently associated with more physical 

professions, like building houses and extinguishing fires. But how can we, as educators, 

transform this job from gender-based segregation?  
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To give you insight in this topic, we will work on two SDGs during this workshop: Gender 

equality (#5) and Reduced Inequality (# 10). => Gender equality SDG 5 + 10 

2. Use solar power to brighten your hour! (Nilu, Gianluca, Melanie, Beñat, Alvaro)    
How much energy do you use per day? Nowadays adults and also children are just used to 
plugging in their phone charger if their phone battery is low to charge it again. They don’t 
think about where the energy comes from, how much it costs or the overall impact of using 
too much energy. Our main objective is to raise awareness about how much energy we use in 
our daily life by showing the differences in the energy level use of several electronic devices. 
Next to that, we plan to involve experts that will explain the importance of switching from 
fossil fuels to green energy. 
This team will involve the following SDGs: #7 Affordable and clean energy, #9 Industry 
innovation and infrastructure, #11 Sustainable cities and communities, #12 Responsible 
production and consumption and #13 Climate action. => Renewable energies (awareness)  

3.  “Mom, I want to be a mechanic!” (Basak, Christian, Manon, Agnese, Malena, Miren ) 

Increasingly fewer children choose a technical profession, and it is up to us, teachers, to 

stimulate all professions and all subjects for the employees of the future. During this 

workshop, we intend to show that technical jobs can also be a great choice for a responsible 

future. In this workshop, multiple SDGs will be highlighted, such as quality education (4), 

gender equality (5), decent work and economic growth (8), industry, innovation and 

infrastructure (9) and reduced inequalities (10). 

 => Children interested in technical jobs 

4. Amsterdam the next Atlantis? How climate change could affect the future generation 
(Saskia, Jonne, Lisa, Melissa, Nil, Martin)   

As we all know climate change is influencing everyone around the world. Extreme weather 

and rising sea levels affect us all. Especially in a country like the Netherlands, which is in the 

delta of a lot of European rivers and for a large part below sea level, the consequences are felt 

greatly. In this workshop, we will transfer the SDGs of the United Nations to the education 

practice in an interactive, inspiring way to make the future generation aware of the changing 

world. 

=> Water management  

5. “From the field to our fridge” (Vivienne, Tatjana, Josephine, Simon, Garazi, Andrea) 
In this workshop, we would like to show ways to make people more aware of where the food 

on their plate comes from and that it takes more than just going to the supermarket. Our goal 

is to raise the consciousness that our food consumption impacts our environment and that 

sustainable choices matter and can make a difference. This topic is closely related to and 

focused on the SDGs #2 zero hunger, #12 responsible consumption and production, #13 

climate action and #15 life on land. 

=> Sustainable food consumption 
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PREPARATORY ASSIGNMENT 
 
Make a short presentation (3 minutes minimum – 5 max) in which you incorporate the two goals of 
the assignment. First, introduce yourself. You could show us where you live, give a glimpse of your 
school (if you can go) or let the pupils of your internship introduce you. Make sure you present 
yourself in your daily life.  
 
Secondly, think about what you find of the SDGs since they will be the principal theme during the 
conference. Have you ever heard of them (if not: Google it!)? Think of what the goals mean to you, do 
you have affection for two or three of them, do you see possibilities for your profession as a teacher. 
Tell us about it!   
 

Form:   
Since we live in the 21st century, use your skills to make your presentation attractive. You can make a 
vlog, maybe a TikTok, a Prezi, a PowerPoint with some moving images or whatever your idea is! Make 
sure that the presentation can be played autonomous.  
 

Deadline:  
April 20, 2022  
 
Location:  

Upload your presentation or send a link to your online presentation to this Padlet. 

  
  
 

  

https://nl.padlet.com/geert_vanrooijen/TIE2022
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FINAL GROUP ASSIGNMENT 
Groups 
Each group consists of a team of 5 students representing different schools and countries. The group is 
culturally and gender-wise as diverse as possible. You will have a coach to guide you through this 
process.  
 
Assignment 
In your group, develop a project plan that engages at least three schools in different countries 
represented in the conference, using eTwinning or other media tools. The project plan is explicitly 
focused on the idea of ‘Practising SDGs in the classroom’. The project plan is described in a ‘project 
form’ and is presented on Friday in two rounds: the first round for peer review and the second round 
for assessment by two coaches.  
 
Aim of this assignment 
You know how to translate the conceptual framework and practical tools from this conference to your 
educational practice; you develop knowledge and skills linked to the framework of international 
competencies. 
 
Feedforward and feedback  
On Friday, you will present the results of your teamwork in a feedforward round of 1,5 hours. Each 
team gets 10 minutes of presentation time. Coaches will be there, and one of them will be the chair. 
The specific overview of this feedforward round will be announced during the conference. 
Feedforward means that fellow students can listen to and read your results and give some advice (use 
the form/rubric on page 19), and coaches will do the same. Please use this feedforward round to 
improve your project plan before the final presentation. 
 
The final round of presentations consists of an hour of presentations by 4-5 groups of students, each 
presenting for 10 minutes. Please note that this round is different from the feedforward round, with 
different groups. Two coaches from other teams will grade these presentations. Both of these coaches 
take notes independently in the rubrics. After the presentations, of coaches have 30 minutes to decide 
if the student groups have passed or failed. A group has passed if all three indicators in the rubric 
(content, organisation, presentation) are passed. After these 30 minutes, the coaches provide oral 
feedback on all the presentations based on the rubric. 
 
Uploading your work 
After the presentations, you can upload your work in Moodle. Please make sure you upload your work 
individually, even though this is a group effort, since we need to decide on an individual basis if you 
have met the criteria to attain a certificate.  
 
Rating of the results and products 
Be aware you have to upload the following products:  

• Your profile 
• The presentation of your group 
• The project form of your group (page 18) 
• Your reflection on your personal and professional development  (page 21) 
• The evaluation of the conference 
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PROJECT FORM  
Please note: this project form should be max. 5 pages in total. Use the assessment rubric to fill out this 

form.  

 

1 General information: front page 

A Title  

B Team members 

 

 

C Coach  

2 Content / organization 

A Involved schools plus countries / age groups 

 

 

B Conceptual framework / practical suggestions from the 

conference 

 

 

C Media tools 

 

 

3 Didactics  

A Time frame / activities 

 
 

B General goal   

C Intended learning outcomes 

 

 

D Learning activities / working formats 

 

 

E Examples of teaching materials (assignments, etc.) 

 

 

F Final product / Assessment criteria 
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RUBRIC PRESENTATION PLAN  
Team members: 

Assessor:  

Result:  

Content: aims, conceptual framework (key-note speakers) 

 

The project plan engages at least three schools in different countries 

represented in the conference, using E-Twinning or other media tools. 

The plan is explicitly focused on the idea of ‘diversity’ in these different 

countries in a meaningful way - not highlighting the ‘folklore’, but 

starting with daily life situations. Project plans should aim for your 

pupils to develop: 

- An appreciative inquiring attitude with regard to other 
cultures; 

- Empathy, with an eye for the context of another person; 
- An awareness of personal concepts, their own ‘colored’ 

mirror.  
The project plan furthermore reflects the practical suggestions and 

conceptual frameworks offered by the key-note speakers and the 

workshops.  

 

   

 insufficient sufficient Good / 

excellent 

Comments:  

 

 

 

 

 

Organization / didactical approach 

 

The project plan has clear learning goals, suitable for the age group of 

choice. The learning goals are connected to a range of learning 

activities, working formats, and assessment criteria within a selected 

timeframe. Examples of teaching materials (assignments, etc.) are 

provided during the presentation. The project plan should be realistic 

and achievable.  
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 insufficient sufficient Good / 

excellent 

Comments: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Presentations 

 

The project plan is presented in a clear and structured manner, using 

Prezi, PowerPoint or other instruments to give the audience an 

overview. During the presentation, the students explain how each 

member of the team has been involved in developing this project plan. 

Make sure your presentation is within the time frame and has a limited 

number of slides.  

 

   

 insufficient sufficient Good / 

excellent 

Comments: 
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AIMS AND CRITERIA OF THIS CONFERENCE  
Please refer to this framework of international competences to structure your reflection in the 
evaluation form after finishing this conference.  
 

  Source: Flanders Agency for Mobility and Cooperation in Higher Education and the Dutch ‘ general knowledge base’ for teachers. 

 

                                                           
 

 

Framework of 
International 
Competencies 1  
 

Specification Explanation 

a. Intercultural 
competency  

Cultural self-
knowledge 
and cultural 
flexibility.  

You are aware of your own frame of reference and your personal world 
view. You are open to explore alternatives views, you can handle 
difficulties that arise in intercultural meetings and you are able to 
perceive a situation from different perspectives.  

b. Personal 
growth  

Developing a 
range of 
personal 
qualities  

You have progressed in independence, social skills, self-confidence, 
creativity, and / or language skills 

c. World 
citizenship 

International 
orientation 
and 
social/political 
engagement.  

You are interested in international events and topics (such as migration, 
human rights, sustainability); you do not only feel a citizen of a region or 
country, but you are also aware of being a European and/or a world 
citizen.  

d. Professional 
development 

 

Dealing with 
diversity in 
the classroom 
 

You have techniques to deal with diversity and to further mutual 
understanding in your classroom. You know how to engage your pupils 
into taking different perspectives, and you have intercultural 
communication skills.    


